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Abstract
In this paper we characterize the GF(q)-linear blocking sets in PG(2; qt) of maximal size and
we construct two new families of small minimal blocking sets not of R0edei type.
c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
A blocking set B in a projective plane is a set of points which intersects every line.
If B contains a line, it is called trivial. B is called minimal if no proper subset of it
is a blocking set.
Let B be a blocking set of size q+N in a projective plane of order q. Then a line
can contain at most N points of B. If such a line exists, the blocking set is called of
R$edei type and the line is called R$edei line.
Minimal blocking sets of PG(2; q); q=pn, with p prime, of size less than 3(q+1)=2
(which are called small) have a very special structure, because they intersect every
line in a number of points congruent to 1 modulo p [8]. A family of small minimal
blocking sets, called linear, in Desarguesian planes has been introduced by Lunardon
in [4]. This family contains both small minimal blocking sets of R0edei type [4] and
small minimal blocking sets not of R0edei type [6]. In this paper we give a geometric
characterization of linear blocking sets in PG(2; qt) of size qt + qt−1 + · · · + q + 1.
Moreover, we construct two new families of small minimal blocking sets not of R0edei
type.
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2. Linear blocking sets
Let F be a Beld and let V be a vector space over F . Throughout this paper we
denote by PG(V; F) the projective space deBned by the lattice of the vector subspaces
of V over F ; also we denote by the same symbol a vector subspace of V and the
element of PG(V; F) deBned by it.
Fix V=F 3, with F =GF(qt). Since V is both a three-dimensional vector space over
F and a 3t-dimensional vector space over K=GF(q), we can consider PG(2; qt)=
PG(V; F) and PG(3t− 1; q)=PG(V; K). A point of PG(2; qt) is a (t− 1)-dimensional
subspace of PG(3t−1; q), hence a subset S of PG(2; qt) is also a family of |S| disjoint
(t − 1)-dimensional subspaces of PG(3t − 1; q).
A blocking set B in PG(2; qt) is K-linear if and only if there is a subset W of V
such that:
(a) W is a K-vector space of dimension t + 1;
(b) B=BW = {〈w〉F : w∈W\{0}};
(c) V= 〈W 〉F .
In [4,5,6] B is simply called linear. All K-linear blocking sets in PG(2; qt) are
minimal (see [6]). Note that by (c) they are non-trivial.
If U is a (r + 1)-dimensional vector subspace of V over K and
BU = {〈u〉F : u∈U\{0}};
then it is easy to check that |BU |6qr + qr−1 + · · ·+ q+1. Hence, if BW is a K-linear
blocking set in PG(2; qt), we have |BW |6qt + qt−1 + · · ·+ q+ 1.
Now, in order to characterize the K-linear blocking sets in PG(2; qt) of maximal
size, we shall brieFy recall the deBnition of generalized Segre varieties [3].
A set H of points of PG(r; q) is a generalized Segre variety of type (m; n) if there
exist two families S1 and S2 of pairwise disjoint subspaces of PG(r; q) such that:
(1G) the elements of S1 (resp. S2) have dimension m− 1 (resp. n− 1);
(2G) the elements of the family Si cover H for i=1; 2;
(3G) if Xi∈Si, for i=1; 2, then X1 ∩X2 is a point;
(4G) if X; X ′∈Sh and Y1; Y2; Y3∈Sk , with {h; k}= {1; 2}, then the points Pi =X∩Yi are
collinear if and only if the points Qi =X ′ ∩Yi are collinear, for i=1; 2; 3.
Let BW be a K-linear blocking set in PG(2; qt) and let H be the union of the
(t − 1)-dimensional subspaces of PG(3t − 1; q) deBned by the points of BW .
Theorem 2.1. If BW is a K-linear blocking set in PG(2; qt) of maximal size, i.e.
|BW |= qt+qt−1 + · · ·+q+1, then H is a generalized Segre variety of type (t; t+1).
Proof. Let S1 =BW and let S2 be the family of t-dimensional subspaces W of
PG(3t − 1; q) deBned as follows:
W= {w=(w0; w1; w2) : w∈W};
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where w=(w0; w1; w2) and ∈F\{0}. By deBnition, the elements of S1 cover H. Let
W be an element of S2. Since BW has maximal size, two vectors of W\{0} are K-
independent if and only if they are F-independent, so each element (w0; w1; w2) in
W belongs to exactly one element of S1; more precisely, it belongs to X = 〈(w0; w1;
w2)〉F . On the other hand, each element of S1 intersects all the elements of S2. Hence,
the families S1 and S2 satisfy the properties (1G), (2G) and (3G) for a generalized
Segre variety of type (t; t + 1). Finally, let X; X ′∈S1 and Wi ∈S2, for i=1; 2; 3. Let
Pi =X∩Wi = 〈(iw0; iw1; iw2)〉K where X = 〈(w0; w1; w2)〉F . It is easy to check that
the points P1; P2 and P3 are collinear if and only if there exist a; b∈K such that
1 = a2 + b3. Since this property does not depend on X , we have proved the Brst
part of the property (4G). In a similar way the second part of (4G) follows.
3. Examples
Let V be a three-dimensional vector space over F=GF(qt) and let PG(2; qt)=
PG(V; F). In this section we will denote by dimKU the vectorial dimension of a
vector subspace U of V over K=GF(q).
Let U be a subspace of V over K of dimension r+1. We say that a point X of
PG(2; qt) satisBes the property (∗)U if for every line T of PG(2; qt) we have
|T ∩BU |¿2 ⇒ X =∈T:
Lemma 3.1. If r ¡ (t + 2)=2, then there exists a point of PG(2; qt) satisfying (∗)U
for every q¿Nr;t , where Nr;t is an integer depending on r and t.
Proof. Let  be the number of the points of PG(2; qt) not satisfying (∗)U and let
T1; T2; : : : ; T be the distinct lines of PG(2; qt) such that |Ti ∩BU |¿2, i=1; : : : ;  . Note
that if |T ∩BU |¿2, then |T ∩BU |¿q+ 1. Hence, we have
6|BU |+
 ∑
i=1
(qt + 1− |Ti ∩BU |)6 q
r+1 − 1
q− 1 +  (q
t + 1− q− 1):
It is easy to check that  60, where !=(qr+1−1)(qr−1)=(q−1)2(q+1) is the number
of the lines of PG(U;K) ∼= PG(r; q). Let " be the number of points of PG(2; qt)
satisfying (∗)U . Then " = q2t + qt + 1−  and hence
"¿ q2t + qt + 1− q
r+1 − 1
q− 1 −
(qr+1 − 1)(qr − 1)
(q− 1)2(q+ 1) (q
t − q):
So
"(q+ 1)(q− 1)2¿ (q2t + qt + 1)(q− 1)2(q+ 1)− (q2 − 1)(qr+1 − 1)
− (qr+1 − 1)(qr − 1)(qt − q):
Let # be the right-hand side of the above inequality. Note that roughly
#≈ q2t+3 − q2r+1+t :
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So, if r¡(t + 2)=2, then there exists an integer Nr;t (depending on r and t) such
that # ¿ 0 for every q¿Nr;t . Obviously, #¿0 implies "¿0. Hence the theorem is
proved.
Fix a vector subspace U of V of dimension r+1 over K satisfying the following
properties:
(a) V=〈U 〉F ;
(b) dimK (Y ∩U )∈{0; 1}, for each point Y of PG(2; qt).
From (a) and (b) it follows that r¿2 and |BU | = qr + qr−1 + · · · + q + 1. Let X be
a point of PG(2; qt) satisfying (∗)U and Bx a vector subspace U1 of X of dimension
t − r over K . The vector subspace W = 〈U;U1〉K has dimension t + 1 over K and
V = 〈W 〉F , hence BW is a non-trivial K-linear blocking set of PG(2; qt).
Theorem 3.2. Let BW be a blocking set constructed as above. If r 6 t− 2, then BW
is a blocking set not of R$edei type in PG(2; qt), of size qt + qt−1 + · · ·+ qt−r + 1.
Proof. Let T be the line joining X with a point Y of BU . By Property (b), we
have dimK (Y ∩W )= dimK (Y ∩U )= 1, and this implies dimK (T ∩W )= t−r+1. Then
dimK (Z ∩W )61 for each point Z of T diJerent from X , and hence |BW ∩T |= qt−r+1.
Since each secant to BW through X intersects BU at a point, we have |BW ∩T | =
qt−r + 1 for each secant T through X . So, counting the points of BW on these lines,
we obtain
|BW |= qt−r|BU |+ 1= qt + qt−1 + · · ·+ qt−r + 1: (∗)
By (∗), it follows that a line through X is not a R0edei line.
Now, Bx a line T ′ of PG(2; qt) not through X and the line T joining X with a point
Y ∈BU . If Z =T ∩T ′, then dimK (Z ∩W )61. Hence
dimK〈T ′ ∩W; T ∩W 〉K = dimK (T ′ ∩W ) + t − r + 1− dimK (Z ∩W )
6 dimKW = t + 1
and
dimK (T ′ ∩W )6r + 1:
This means that |T ′ ∩BW |6qr + qr−1 + · · ·+ q+ 1. If T ′ is a R0edei line, then
|T ′∩BW |= qt−1 + · · ·+ qt−r + 16qr + qr−1 + · · ·+ q+ 1
and hence t − 16r. Then, if r6t − 2, T ′ is not a R0edei line. This proves the
theorem.
Remark 3.3. For every r6 t, there exists a vector subspace U of V of dimension
r+1 satisfying (a) and (b). Indeed, if V=F 3, the set A= {(a; aq; () : a∈F; (∈K}
is a K-vector subspace of V of dimension t+1 satisfying (a) and (b), so for every
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26r6t we can Bnd a (r+1)-dimensional subspace of A over K that satisBes the
above-mentioned properties. By Lemma 3.1, if r¡t=2+1 and q¿Nr; t , we can construct
examples of blocking sets not of R0edei type of size qt+qt−1+ · · ·+qt−r+1. Note that
if r¡t=2, these blocking sets are new because the examples constructed in [6] have
size qt + qt−1 + · · ·+ qs + 1, with s6t=2.
Fix a vector subspace U of V over K of dimension r + 1 satisfying the previous
property (a) and the following property:
(b′) there exists a point Y of PG(2; qt) such that dimK (Y ∩U )= r − 1.
By (a) and (b′), it follows that r¿2 and dimK (Z ∩U )= 1 for each Z∈BU\{Y}.
Hence, |BU |= qr + qr−1 + 1. Let X be a point of PG(2; qt) satisfying property (∗)U
and Bx a vector subspace U1 of X of dimension t − r over K . The vector subspace
W ′= 〈U;U1〉K has dimension t + 1 over K and V=〈W ′〉F , hence BW ′ is a non-trivial
K-linear blocking set in PG(2; qt).
Theorem 3.4. Let BW ′ be a blocking set constructed as above. If r6t− 2, then BW ′
is a blocking set not of R$edei type. Moreover
|BW ′ |¿qt + qt−1 + q
t−2 + qt−3 + · · ·+ qt−r
qr−2 + qr−3 + · · ·+ q+ 1 + 1
and
|BW ′ |6qt + qt−1 + · · ·+ qt−r − qr−2 − · · · − q+ 1:
Proof. Let T ′ be the line joining X and Y . Since dimK (T ′∩W ′)= dimK〈X ∩W; Y ∩
W ′〉K =t − 1, we have 16dimK (W ′ ∩Z)6r − 1 for all Z∈T ′ ∩B′W ; Z diJerent from
X . Then
|BW ′ ∩T ′|¿ q
t−2 + qt−3 + · · ·+ qt−r
qr−2 + qr−3 + · · ·+ q+ 1 + 1
and
|BW ′ ∩T ′|6qt−2 + qt−3 + · · ·+ qt−r − qr−2 − qr−3 − · · · − q+ 1:
Fix the line T joining X with a point Z∈BU\{Y}. Now, dimK (T ∩W ′)= t − r + 1,
and hence |BW ′ ∩T |= qt−r + 1. This implies that
|BW ′ |= qt−r(|BU | − 1) + |BW ′ ∩T ′|= qt + qt−1 + |BW ′ ∩T ′|:
Therefore, a secant through X is not a R0edei line. Let T ′′ be a line of PG(2; qt) not
through X and let T be a Bxed line joining X with a point of BU\{Y}. If Z ′=T ∩T ′′,
then dimK (Z ′ ∩W ′)61. Hence
dimK〈T ′′ ∩W ′; T ∩W ′〉K
= dimK (T ′′ ∩W ′) + t − r + 1− dimK (Z ′ ∩W ′)6dimKW ′= t + 1
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and
dimK (T ′′ ∩W ′)6r + 1:
This implies |T ′′ ∩BW ′ |6qr + qr−1 + · · ·+ q+ 1. If T ′′ is a R0edei line, then
|T ′′ ∩BW ′ |= qt−1 + |BW ∩T ′|
and hence t − 16r. So, if r6 t − 2, T ′′ is not a R0edei line and BW ′ is not of R0edei
type.
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